Abstract-Secondary users (SUs) can flexibly access licensed channels to improve the spectrum utilization in cognitive radio networks (CRNs). In mobile cognitive radio ad hoc networks (MCRAHNs) where nodes can move, SUs are intermittently connected because of node mobility, as well as the uncertain channel availability. Providing multicast services in MCRAHNs is urgently needed with the compelling demand on service qualities and varieties, and the proliferation of cognitive technology. The benefits of network coding over multicast in traditional wireless networks or CRNs have been well demonstrated in existing works. However, the existing studies merely address the two crucial issues (i.e., uncertain channel availability and node mobility) together and, thereby, cannot be applied to network coding-based multicast in MCRAHNs. In this paper, we study the problem of network coding-based multicast in MCRAHNs considering both channel uncertainty and node mobility. We utilize discrete-time Markov chains to model the channel availability and node mobility in MCRAHNs, and we then formulate a spectrum-aware network coded multicast problem as an optimization problem, which minimizes the total transmission cost, subject to the timely successful delivery constraint and link transmission constraint. Since the formulated problem is hard to tackle according to mixed integer programing, we further design a distributed spectrum-aware cost-based (SACB) scheme based on the metric of forwarding benefit. With extensive simulations based on both synthetic and realistic traces, we show that, compared with existing schemes, SACB can achieve almost the minimum transmission cost while maintaining high multicast success probability.
because of their capability to relieve spectrum shortages [1] . In mobile cognitive radio ad hoc networks (MCRAHNs) [2] [3] [4] [5] with no infrastructure support, mobile secondary users (SUs) can detect available licensed channels, and then, connect with each other by themselves when they move into each other's communication range. Multicast, as an important and basic service, is urgently needed in MCRAHNs. For example, as shown in Fig. 1 , device-to-device (D2D) multicast in cellular networks, e.g., video sharing, vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications, and file distribution, can utilize cognitive radio technique to improve its performance [6] [7] [8] . It is worth emphasizing that in Fig. 1 , cell phones, vehicles, and laptops acting as SUs can be mobile. Therefore, how to enhance the performance of multicast in MCRAHNs is a crucial and urgent problem to be solved.
The throughput benefits of network coding [9] over multicast in wireless ad hoc networks where nodes are mobile, have already been well demonstrated in existing works [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , etc. Intuitively, network coding can be used to improve the performance of multicast in MCRAHNs. However, most of these studies cannot be directly applied to MCRAHNs since they do not incorporate the unique features of CRNs. For instance, due to the strict high priority and uncertain activity of primary users (PUs) [15] [16] [17] , the channel availability for SUs is uncertain in the sense that the number of available channels is time varying and highly dynamic. Moreover, recent studies (e.g., [15] , [16] , [18] , [19] , etc.) show that network coding can also be used to improve the multicast performance in CRNs. Nonetheless, these studies only apply to stationary scenarios where SUs are static, deterring their application in MCRAHNs. On the whole, most of existing works either focus on traditional wireless networks without considering the uncertain channel availability, or 0018-9545 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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only apply to stationary CRNs. Thus, how to enhance the performance of multicast in MCRAHNs with the consideration of both the uncertain channel availability and the node mobility is worth studying. Indeed, network-coding-based multicast in MCRAHNs is faced with the challenges including the uncertain channel availability and node mobility. Specifically, without considering channel uncertainty, the number of coded packets received at each destination may not be enough to decode the coding block, because all SUs may simply replace the channel capacity by its expectation in the link capacity. This can result in a low multicast success probability, although the cost (i.e., number of total transmissions) maybe not high. Without regarding the node mobility, the cost can be high if any two contacting nodes always exchange data packets as many as possible, despite high multicast success probability supported. To transfer a network-coding-based multicast flow with low cost and high multicast success probability, the packet forwarding at each SU should be determined effectively according to both the channel availability and node contact frequency.
In this paper, we study how to employ network coding to improve the performance of a multicast session in MCRAHNs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to study the problem of network-coding-based multicast in MCRAHNs while taking into account both channel uncertainty and node mobility. To be specific, we formulate the problem as a spectrum-aware network-coded multicast problem to determine the optimal coded packet forwarding policy. To solve the formulated problem, we propose a distributed spectrum-aware costbased (SACB) scheme, which is based on the PUs appearance and node mobility pattern. To summarize, the contributions of our paper are as follows.
1) We first consider both the uncertain channel availability and node mobility in MCRAHNs and study how to improve the performance of multicast by network coding. We formulate a spectrum-aware network-coded multicast problem, which minimizes the total transmission cost, subject to the timely successful delivery constraint and link transmission constraint. 2) We calculate the timely successful delivery probability by employing discrete-time Markov chains (DTMCs) to model the channel availability and node mobility. We reformulate the problem as a mixed integer programing (MIP) problem, through the approximation based on the stationary probabilities related to the channel availability and node mobility. We further design a distributed SACB scheme based on the metric of forwarding benefit. 3) We evaluate the performance of the proposed SACB scheme through extensive simulations based on both synthetic traces and the Dartmouth trace [24] . Our simulation results show that, compared with the scheme without considering channel uncertainty, the scheme without considering node mobility, and the scheme without network coding, SACB can achieve near minimum transmission cost, and maintain high multicast success probability at the same time. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related work. Section III describes the network model and problem formulation. In Section IV, we propose an SACB scheme to solve the formulated problem. We conduct a performance evaluation via extensive simulations based on synthetic and realistic traces in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
The related studies can be generally categorized into the two aspects as follows: network-coding-based multicast in CRNs, and network-coding-based multicast in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) and delay tolerant networks (DTNs).
Network-Coding-Based Multicast in CRNs: Almasaeid and Kamal [18] developed a network-coding-based algorithm to reduce the effect of channel heterogeneity property on the multicast performance in cognitive radio wireless mesh networks. Jin et al. [16] designed two multicast scheduling protocols with cooperation and network coding in CRNs, in which network coding is mainly employed to reduce overhead and perform error control. Network coding is utilized in [16] to enhance the multicast performance in MCRAHNs but not, in fact, in SUs' data transmissions. Note that both [18] and [16] ignore the uncertainty of channel availability. In contrast, taking the channel uncertainty into consideration, Qu et al. [15] and [19] proposed two network-coding-based multicast algorithms for the multihop and single-hop CRNs, respectively. However, neither of [15] and [19] considers the node mobility.
Network-Coding-Based Multicast in MANETs and DTNs: Tang et al. [14] investigated the network-coding-based multimessage dissemination problem in MANETs, and analytically proved that random linear network coding (RLNC) can achieve the order optimal performance. Li et al. [20] studied how to apply network coding to broadcast in MANETs, in order to reduce the total number of transmissions in the network. Besides, Subramanian and Fekri [21] showed that network coding can significantly improve the performance of multicast in DTNs, particularly with limited buffer space and large number of destinations. And Chung et al. [22] proposed a network-codingbased forwarding protocol for DTNs, and simulation results showed that the proposed protocol can achieve lower delay and better delivery ratio simultaneously. Su et al. [23] studied how to deliver mobile big data over content-centric mobile social networks with a satisfactory quality of experience. However, although all of the aforementioned studies consider node mobility, they apply to the traditional wireless networks only and do not consider the uncertain channel availability in CRNs.
To summarize, existing studies about network-coding-based multicast either ignore the unique feature in CRNs (uncertain channel availability), or apply to stationary networks only. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study of network-codingbased multicast that incorporates both the uncertain channel availability and node mobility.
III. MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we first introduce the system and network model used in our paper, and then, formally define the problem of spectrum-aware network-coded multicast in MCRAHNs. 
A. System and Network Model
We consider that there are N SUs 1 sharing C orthogonal channels with equal bandwidth in an MCRAHN. The set of nodes and channels are denoted by N = {1, 2, . . . , N} and C = {1, 2, . . . , C}, respectively. Each channel is occupied by one single PU. If there are more than one PU on a channel, we can utilize a virtual PU to represent the PU activity. The PU activity in any channel c can be represented as an ON-OFF process. And the channel is not available for SUs when the PU is ON; while available for SUs when the PU is OFF. The entire secondary network is within the transmission range of any PU for simplicity. This assumption works well for many centric secondary networks like cellular networks with powerful PU base stations [25] , as shown in Fig. 2 . The channels can be opportunistically accessed by SUs when they are not used by PUs. In our study, we assume that time is partitioned into multiple equal slots and synchronized among the network. Under such assumption, the location of any node, as well as the availability of any channel in a time slot, is fixed. [3] , [26] , [27] , the primary user appearance can be modeled as a DTMC. That is, S translating from state u to state v. We assume that the activity of the PUs at each channel is independent with each other. Then, the availability of each channel is independent, i.e., {S t c } c=1,...,C is independent with each other.
2) Node Mobility: Suppose that the SUs are mobile. Specifically, they are moving around within an area, which is divided into several grids. Each grid represents a location (as illustrated in Fig. 2) , and the set of locations is denoted by L = {1, 2, . . . , L}. Based on previous works [3] , [24] , the mobility of a node n follows a DTMC M t n , where the locations represent the states. Let q a,b n denote the probability of node n moving from location a to location b. We suppose that the movement of each node is independent with each other. That is, {M t n } n =1,...,N is independent with each other. 1 We interchangeably use SU and node in the rest of this paper.
3) Flow Service and Network-Coded Transmission: Let us consider that there is a source s ∈ N multicasting K data packets to D destinations with a delay constraint T . The set of destinations is denoted by D = {d 1 
Note that all destinations request the same information and any packet that is not successfully delivered to all destinations cannot contribute to the throughput. For simplicity, we assume that there is no packet loss in the physical layer. Therefore, when two nodes encounter at location l at time t, the maximum number of data packets that can be transmitted between them during this contact is
, where B and P are the channel bandwidth and packet size, respectively. Here the channel bandwidth B is defined as the total amount of data that can be transmitted per channel. We suppose that a node can employ multiple channels for a data transmission simultaneously here.
In this paper, we employ network coding in the data transmission of SUs to improve the multicast performance. Specifically, the source node encodes K data packets as a block using RLNC [28] , and sends the coded packets when meeting other nodes. Also, other nodes except the source will recode the received coded packets and send the new coded packets whenever possible. According to the theory of RLNC, normally, each destination node can recover all the K data packets only when it accumulates K linearly independent coded packets. Note that RLNC is executed in the Galois field GF (q), where q is the finite field size. For simplicity, we assume that q is large enough to make each generated coded packet independent with high probability. Therefore, in order to decode the whole block of packets, each destination node simply needs to successfully receive no less than K coded packets.
Based on the aforementioned model, our aim is to assure all destinations receive at least K coded packets within T with a high success probability (corresponds to a high timely successful delivery rate), and maintain the total transmission cost as small as possible. Note that timely successful delivery in our study means that only the delivery before the time constraint is counted as successful. As mentioned in Section I, due to the uncertain channel availability and node mobility, network-codingbased multicast in MCRAHNs is challenging. On one hand, if we simply replace the channel availability by its expectation in the link capacity without considering the channel uncertainty, some destination may not receive enough coded packets before T . In this case, the timely successful delivery rate is low, although the total transmission cost may be not high. On the other hand, without considering the node mobility, if any two contacting nodes always transmit as many coded packets as possible, the timely successful delivery rate can be high, but the cost is also high. Therefore, the transmission policy at each SU should be determined according to both the channel availability and node mobility, to maintain a high timely successful delivery rate and a low cost.
B. Problem Definition 1) Definition 1. The Problem of Spectrum-Aware Network Coded Multicast in MCRAHNs:
In this paper, we intend to control the total transmission cost by determining the optimal source transmission. And the data transmission among nodes total number of coded packets that node i can receive from node w within the delay constraint, given source transmission solution R Z v , w total amount of data that can be transmitted from node w to node v within the delay constraint Z t v , w total amount of data that can be transmitted from node w to node v at time t C t l number of available channels at location l at time t N v , w maximum number of coded packets that can be transmitted from node w to node v within the delay constraint except the source is according to the maximum link capacity. Let R {r i } i∈N represent the source transmission solution, where each element r i denotes the number of coded packets transmitted from the source node s to node i within the delay constraint T . Note that r s = 0, since the source s itself has already had all the K packets. We use G j (R) to denote the total number of coded packets that node j can receive from nodes except the source node within the delay constraint T , given the source transmission solution R. The problem of spectrumaware network-coded multicast in MCRAHNs is determining the optimal source transmission solution R to minimize the expected total transmission cost, subject to the timely successful delivery constraint, and the link transmission constraint under the channel availability and node mobility:
subject to
Pr min
The objective function (1) is the total number of packets transmitted over the network, which represents the transmission cost and is to be minimized. Constraint (2) means that the number of coded packets transmitted from the source s to any node i should be no more than the block size K. Constraint (3), which is the timely successful delivery constraint, ensures that the probability that all destinations collect at least K coded packets within T is no less than a constant value α. Constraint (4), which is the link transmission constraint, means that the number of coded packets that can be transmitted from the source s to any node i (link s → i), is limited by their current positions and corresponding available channels. Specifically, the source s and node i must be in the same location at time t, which is denoted by Pr{M t i = M t s }, and the number of packets that can be transmitted is no more than
. Worth noting that based on constraints (2) and (4), the value of r i should be no more than the minimum of K and the right-hand side of (4) .
The optimization problem is hard to solve, mainly because of the probabilistic expression in constraint (3) . In the following, we first try to derive the closed-form expression, and then, obtain the simplified expression by approximation. A list of major notations used in this paper is provided in Table I .
C. Calculating the Timely Successful Delivery Probability
In this section, we calculate the timely successful delivery probability in constraint (3). First, due to the independent reception at each receiver, we have
Then, we need to calculate the probability
In this section, we try to obtain the closed-form expression of
where
is the probability mass function (PMF) of
be the total number of coded packets that destination d can obtain from node w within the delay constraint T , given the source transmission R.
Let Z v ,w be the total amount of data that can be transmitted from node w to node v within T . We then have
where f Z d , w (z) is the probability density function (PDF) of Z d,w and P is the packet size. The meaning of (8) 
where p 
The key to our approximation is to replace the values of Pr{M w . Suppose that upon contact at time t, the total amount of data that can be transmitted from node w to destination d equals to Z, and destination d and node w contact each other with probability Q. Therefore, the amount of data that can be transmitted from node w to destination d within the delay constraint cannot exceed ZT and f Z d , w (a) = 0, if a > ZT . When a ∈ ((n − 1)Z, nZ] (n ≥ 0), the total number of contacts between node v and destination d is n, and the probability of just n contacts is C n T Q n (1 − Q) T −n . To sum up, the PMF of f Z d , w (a) can be approximated by
Moreover, if we let N d,w be the maximum number of coded packets that can be transmitted from node w to destination d with the delay constraint T , N d,w can be calculated as follows:
Combining (18) and (19), we have
where η d,w (a) is defined as follows:
1) ZT ≥ P K (we can obtain the K data packets within the delay constraint T ):
2) ZT < P K (we cannot obtain the K data packets within the delay constraint T ):
D. MIP Formulation
After the above approximation, we can use the following MIP formulation to redefine the spectrum-aware network-coded multicast problem, which makes it easier to grasp the essential of the problem.
Let S denote the set of all possible patterns of the channel availability. Each element S ∈ S is denoted by a C × T vector (S Let P S and P M denote the probability that the channel availability follows pattern S and the node mobility follows pattern M , respectively. Then, P S is equal to c∈C i,j , we can redefine the spectrum-aware network-coded multicast problem as follows:
Constraints (27) and (28) 
Even for a problem with small size, e.g., N = 10, L = 5, C = 10, T = 50, the number is already 10 502 , which is too big for any existing optimization software. To address this problem, we propose an SACB approach based on some heuristics as follows.
IV. SPECTRUM-AWARE COST-BASED SCHEME
In this section, we will propose a distributed SACB scheme to solve the problem of network-coding-based multicast in MCRAHNs. We first provide an overview of SACB, then introduce the basic concepts including a node's contribution, its contribution gain and forwarding benefit, and, finally, present SACB in detail.
A. Overview
The key idea of our approach is that, we try to minimize the total cost by controlling the transmission cost between the source and other nodes, while satisfying the delay constraint when possible. Specifically, the number of coded packets transmitted from the source to a node is determined according to the estimated forwarding benefit of this node to the destination set. On the other hand, when two nodes except the source encounter, the number of coded packets transmitted is according to the maximum link capacity. Furthermore, we find that a node with less coded packets does not contribute to a node with more coded packets with extremely high probability (the reason will be provided in Section IV-C). As a result, to avoid unnecessary transmission cost, the number of coded packets transmitted between two nodes is also limited to the difference of available coded packets at the two nodes.
Here the key issue is how to evaluate the forwarding benefit accurately. Intuitively, we can calculate the decoding probability of the K data packets at all destinations, and check whether the probability is increased or not if the source sends a coded packet to the encountering node. However, the decoding probability can only be calculated based on the whole knowledge of all mobility patterns and nodes' transmission strategies. In our scheme, each node uses such information including its contact pattern with other nodes and the channel availability, to estimate the forwarding benefit partially based on the number of useful coded packets contributed by the transmission.
B. Basic Concepts
We will introduce the concept of contribution (contribution gain) and then provide the definition of forwarding benefit. The contribution (contribution gain) represents the capability of a node to contribute all its coded packets to any destination.
1) Definition 2. Contribution of Node v to Destination d:
is defined as the expected number of coded packets that node v can transmit to destination d within the delay constraint, i.e., (30) where Pr{N d,v = a} is given in (20) .
2) Definition 3. Contribution Gain: The contribution gain of node v to destination d, denoted by ΔY
by transmitting one more coded packet to node v, i.e.,
Note that ΔY is actually a nonincreasing function, indicating that the contribution gain of a node decreases as the source transmits more packets to that node. The reason is as follows. For node v and destination d, the number of coded packets that can be transmitted between them is restricted by both sporadic channels and limited contact opportunities. Even if node v receives many coded packets from the source, some of them may never be transmitted to destination d. Accordingly, transmitting more packets is less efficient, which leads to lower contribution gain.
We note that ΔY d v (r v ) only characterizes the contribution gain of node v to a single destination. Next, we define the forwarding benefit of a node to the destination set.
3) Definition 4. Forwarding Benefit of Node v to the Destination Set: The forwarding benefit of node v to the destination set, denoted by Y v (r v ), is defined as the sum of the contribution gain of node v to any destination d, i.e.,
As shown in (30)- (32), the calculation of the forwarding benefit
Since the calculation of N d,v depends on the channel availability pattern and contact pattern between node v and other nodes in the network, the benefit Y v (r v ) can be calculated using the local information, which can be collected by the node itself.
C. Distributed SACB Scheme
We introduce the SACB scheme according to whether one of any two encountering nodes is the source node or not. First, when the source s and node v contact at time t, s will transmit data packets to v one by one based on the estimated forwarding benefit. Specifically, if the forwarding benefit of node v to the destination set is larger than zero, i.e., Y v (r v ) > 0, s transmits one coded packet to node v. Initially, r v = 0. The value of r v will be increased during the data transmission. Note that the maximum of data packets that can be transmitted between s and v at time t is
, which is the upper bound of the increase of r v .
Second, when nonsource nodes u and v encounter at time t, they can transmit at most
coded packets. In the first place, the transmission direction needs to be addressed first. We emphasize that the node with more coded packets should transmit packets to the node with less coded packets. The reason is as follows. Suppose that there are k u and k v (w.l.o.g., k u > k v ) coded packets at node u and v, respectively. According to [30] , if we randomly construct a coded packet cp from the k v coded packets at node v, then the probability of cp independent to the k u coded packets at node u is 00001525. Therefore, cp will be useless to node u with high probability. On the contrary, the probability of a constructed coded packet from node u independent to the k v coded packets is 1 − 1 q k u −k v , which is close to 1. Moreover, due to the difference of the available coded packets at the two nodes, the number of coded packets that can be transmitted should not be larger than k u − k v . To summarize, node u should transmit min{
Note that our proposed scheme is distributed, since we only use the local information at each node (e.g., the number of stored coded packets, the number of available channels, etc.), to determine the data transmission between any two encountering nodes.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we will evaluate the performance of the proposed SACB scheme via extensive simulations based on both synthetic and realistic traces. For comparison, we include the three existing transmission schemes as follows. 1) NCM: It is a network-coding-based multicast scheme without considering uncertain channel availability which simply uses the expectation of the channel availability in the optimization in [31] and incorporates node mobility in the scheme. 2) NNCM: It is a non-network-coding-based multicast scheme in MCRAHNs which extends the scheme proposed for DTNs in [32] to multichannel case and does not employ network coding in the data transmission.
3) NCOC:
It is a network-coding-based multicast scheme that does not consider node mobility pattern, i.e., any two encountering nodes always exchange packets according to the maximum link capacity as many as possible. It is worth noting that NCOC can be seen as performance upper bounds in both total transmission cost and multicast success rate, since under NCOC, the total transmissions are the largest, and the multicast success rate is the highest.
A. Synthetic Trace 1) Simulation Setup: We first conduct simulations over a synthetic trace in an MCRAHN with 20 SUs (nodes) and 30 locations. The synthetic trace is generated as follows. We assume that there are C = 10 licensed channels with equal bandwidth B = 1 packet/time unit in the network, and the channel availability is determined by the PU appearance in our model, i.e., the transition probabilities between busy (0) and free (1) states are randomly generated. Each channel is assumed as available at time 0. For the node mobility, each node has equal probability to be at any location at time 0. Specifically, for each channel c ∈ C, we independently generate p For flow service, we set one source and ten destinations which are randomly chosen among all nodes. The packet size is 2. In the following results, we let the delay constraint T vary from 100 to 160, and the coding block size K vary from 48 to 80, respectively, to investigate their effects on the performance of our proposed scheme. All results presented are averaged over 200 runs. We compare the performance of the four schemes mainly based on two metrics: number of total transmissions (total cost) and multicast success probability (percentage of successful multicast in all runs).
2) Effect of Delay Constraint T : Fig. 3 shows the total cost (with variation) of our proposed SACB scheme, compared to NNCM, NCM, and NCOC, when the time delay constraint T varies. First, for all schemes, the number of total transmissions increases with the increase of T (T ≤ 130), and keeps steady when T is no less than 140. This is because to complete the multicast, more packets will be transmitted when the delay constraint T is larger. And when all destinations have already reconstructed the K data packets (by decoding or not), all nodes will no longer transmit data, even if the available time is sufficient. This also results in a steady variation of each scheme when T ≥ 140.
According to the figure, more importantly, our proposed SACB scheme achieves almost the minimum transmission cost among all schemes, i.e., the ratio of the cost achieved by SACB to NNCM and NCOC is ∼51.6% and ∼44.5%, respectively, and the ratio is between 97.4% and 106.8% to NCM. The reason is as follows. In NNCM, without network coding, all destinations must collect the exact K data packets. Accordingly, if any destination lacks some packet, it may take a long time to collect it, which incurs many necessary transmissions. Comparatively, with network coding, any destination can recover the block when collecting any K coded packets, and in NCOC, any two encountering nodes exchange their packets according to the maximum channel capacity, which does not consider cost optimization at all. Finally, NCM achieves a near minimum cost since it also tries to optimize the total transmission cost.
Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 4 , the multicast success probability of each scheme increases from 0 to 1, when the delay constraint T varies from 100 to 160. From the figure, the multicast success probability achieved by SACB is lower than NCOC since NCOC exploits every possible chance for transmission but much higher than NCM, which does not consider the uncertain channel availability. Comparing Figs. 3 and 4 , we find that compared to the three other schemes, the total cost of our proposed SACB is near minimum while maintaining a relative high multicast success probability. This shows the superiority of SACB over other schemes in terms of cost-efficiency tradeoff.
3) Effect of Coding Block Size K: Fig. 5 illustrates the total cost (with variation) of our proposed SACB scheme, compared to NNCM, NCM, and NCOC, when the coding block size K varies. For all schemes, the number of total transmissions increases with the increase of K (K ≤ 68), and keeps almost constant when K is no less than 72. This can be attributed to the reason that when the coding block size is large, the nodes need more transmissions to collect enough data packets. However, unlike in Fig. 3 , the variation curve shows a contrary trend, i.e., the variation increases with the increase of K. This is because for a fixed delay constraint T , with small blocks size, the multicast can be completed earlier and the total transmissions are relatively steady.
Moreover, similar as Fig. 3 , the number of total transmissions by SACB is almost the minimum among the four schemes, with a ratio of ∼51.5% to NNCM and ∼44.7% to NCOC. The total transmissions of SACB and NCM are close. Fig. 6 illustrates the effect of the coding block size on the multicast success probability of all schemes. As illustrated in the figure, for all schemes, the multicast success probability decreases with the increase of the coding block size K. This is because the larger block size needs more data transmissions under the fixed delay constraint. An addition, comparing Figs. 5 and 6, our proposed SACB achieves the best tradeoff between transmission cost and multicast success probability.
B. Realistic Trace 1) Settings:
We also evaluate the performance of our scheme on a realistic trace. Specifically, we employ the Dartmouth trace [24] that has been used in numerous previous studies. However, the Dartmouth trace cannot be applied directly in our simulations, since it does not record where each contact happens. Fortunately, each node records the nearby associated wireless access points (APs) when moving. We consider that if two nodes can associate the APs belonging to the same building at the same time, a contact happens and the building can be seen as a location. The channel availability is simulated using the DTMC model in Section II-A (the transition probabilities among busy and free are randomly generated).
The Dartmouth trace was collected by thousands of wireless laptops carried by both faculties and students at the Dartmouth College campus for five years. We focus on the collected data between December 1, 2002 and January 1, 2003 in our simulation. Any two nodes are considered to be at the same location if they associate with the APs in the same building. Through grouping the APs belonging to the same building together, there are 104 locations in total. We sort the users by trace length, and choose the 50 users with largest trace length for simulation. We set ten licensed channels with equal bandwidth B = 1. The number of destinations and coding block size are set as 30 and 72, respectively. In the following results, we evaluate the performance of our proposed SACB scheme by varying the delay constraint T . Note that the results presented are averaged over 200 runs.
2) Results: Figs. 7 and 8 show the performance of the four schemes in terms of total cost and multicast success probability with varying delay constraint on the Dartmouth trace, respectively. From Fig. 7 , for all four schemes, the total number of data transmissions increase with the increase of the delay constraint T , since increasing the delay constraint brings more contact opportunities to decode the block. In addition, we find that the variation of each scheme with increasing T is not as large as in Fig. 3 . This is because in the trace, the number of contacts is relatively small and some nodes may disconnect any AP sometime. Moreover, the variation of each scheme becomes small when the delay constraint T is large enough because the multicast can be completed with very high probability at this time.
According to Fig. 8 , our proposed SACB scheme performs slightly worse than NCOC but better than both NNCM and NCM, in terms of multicast success probability. By combining Figs. 7 and 8, we find that although the multicast success probability of SACB is not as large as that of NCOC, the cost of SACB (# of total transmissions) is only about 43.5% of that of NCOC. This is due to the reason that NCOC does not optimize the total cost at all, while in SACB, any node estimates the contribution of the encountering node before transmission. On the other hand, the total cost of NCM is almost as small as that of SACB. However, the multicast success probability of NCM is much lower than that of SACB, especially when the delay constraint is not large (e.g., T ≤ 245). Finally, NNCM that does not employ network coding performs worst among all schemes, in terms of both cost and multicast success probability. To sum up, our proposed SACB works well in the large-scale trace data.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, for the first time, we studied the network-codingbased multicast problem in MCRAHNs, while taking both channel uncertainty and node mobility into consideration. We formulated the problem as a spectrum-aware network-coded multicast problem, which can be approximated as an MIP problem. We also proposed a distributed SACB to solve the overall problem. Simulation results based on synthetic and the Dartmouth trace showed that our scheme obtains high multicast success probability while incurring very low transmission cost. In the future, we plan to extend our approach to the case where there are multiple multicast flows in the network.
